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« Access to Culture. 

A political issue. 

Education is the most powerful

weapon you can use 

to change the world ».

Nelson MANDELA
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WORDS  FROM THE  FOUNDER
07-2014 I Wallonie Bruxelles International - Brussels 03-2015 I Château du Lac Hotel - Genval

I
am thinking about the artist Dieudonné Kabongo. This man is related to ISHANGO
MILELEs origins, Sharing Knowledge for peace. In 1999, he was one of the first to intro-
duce me to the Ishango stick, an exceptional object which is today at the heart of
our mission. Six years after his violent death on stage, Dieudonné is still visiting me, al-
most every day. He is truly an inspiring source, allowing us to keep enthusiasm  and
motivation for the ISHANGO MILELE’s mission.

I must admit that this is not easy every day; and sometimes my motivation and my 
energy weaken.

Without this “visit”, I would probably have dropped my “pilgrim stick”. The journey is long
and demanding, requiring courage and tenacity. Despite everything, with these two
years of commitment,  I have noticed that our message sharing knowledge for peace is
obvious everywhere in the world.

In June of 2015, ISHANGO MILELE presented its program at the United Nations in New
York. This presentation raised the awareness of international individuals; such as Jean Vic-
tor Nkolo, the spokesman of the 64th and 65th UNO’s assemblies and the musician/ di-
rector Robin Dimaggio (musical director of the PGA gala at the 67th, 68th and 69th
general assembly of the UNO). Thus we do use our energy by appealing the private sec-
tor and the institutional one for support.

After some weeks, we came to the conclusion that we need means to achieve our pro-
jects, even if the enthusiasm created by the wealth of our program is tangible.

We are questioning: “why financial are supports weak whereas our moral support is strong
and everywhere  in the world?” These facts lead me to express all my recognition to
some Ambassadors, scientists, artists, humanists, companies’ directors and politicians that
are supporting us. Thanks to them and without discouragement, ISHANGO MILELE’s small
team goes on and uses its talents and persuasion to spread its message Sharing Know-
ledge for Peace around us and abroad.

Is it the "utopian" connotation, that leads humans to break off the link between emotions
and actions? I am convinced that UTOPIA is needed to counter balance bad news.
Aware of this reality, Ishango Milele team does promise you perseverance and abnega-
tion: the document you are holding right now is a proof of our good faith. It is our role to
make everything we can so that tomorrow… YOU WILL BE READY!

Pascal NOEL
Founder & President

© Jean-François CASTEL

© Philippe DUCROIX
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Our  S ymbo l  &  Banne r
05-2015 I BRISE SCHOOL - Brussels 05-2015 I Meeting with UNESCO DRC - Brussels

Among the millions of objects discovered at

Ishango by Jean de Heinzelin’s team, some are

more interesting than others. One in 

particular has been in the spotlight and 

become a star of African archaeology- 

the carved Ishango bone.

It is known as ‘the Ishango Bone’. It is an
object made from a piece of quartz and
a bone handle. Its structure alone makes it
a remarkable object, as there are very few
surviving prehistoric composite tools. 
The very fine quartz at one end could have
been used for precise work, such as the 
ritual scarification of skin, for example. 
The bone handle has been narrowed,
scraped, polished and engraved, so we
can no longer tell what kind of bone it is,
although we do know it belonged to
a mammal.

What is so interesting about it?
The Ishango Bone’s handle is its claim to
fame, because the decoration has been
raising questions about its possi ble 
meaning since its discovery. The handle is
carved with 168 parallel marks. These 
lines are positioned in groups of parallel
lines split into columns on three sides of 
the handle.

Interesting isn’t it? Especially when you keep in
mind that it’s 25,000 years old…
If one day one of the mathematical hypotheses is
confir med, it means that Palaeolithic humans 
already had a well-developed understanding of
mathematics. This raises yet more questions: what
did they use it for? Why did they mix several 
calculation bases? Was this knowledge shared

among all of them? Was it used by fishermen?

Even today, the Ishango site still has not revealed all
of its secrets; the Semliki Valley still hides other prehis-
toric sites. This region of Africa has been inhabited by
Homo sapiens sapiens for at least 100,000 years. 

We still lack a lot of information to truly understand
the ancient Ishangoans’ lifestyle, settlement and
way of thinking.

Therefore, sooner or later, archaeologists must return
to the banks of Lake Edward to complete the puz-
zle that was started in the fifties. 
No doubt, the missing pieces are still hidden in the
ground…

I S H A N G O

B O N E

Scientific sources :
v Africa Museum (Tervueren).

v Royal Belgian Institute of
Natural Sciences.
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OUR  M I S S ION
08-2015 I United Nations - New-York -USA 08-2015 I Annual Scientific Week - Kinshasa (DRC)

«
ISHANGO MILELE» develops an awakening program of
sciences in Belgium and in Europe, it is also promoting the 
access of the education for all in developing countries and
territories. «ISHANGO MILELE» stands for the knowledge of 
African cultures and spreads awareness campaign to the

protection of the environment and its wildlife, especially on the 
historical site of Ishango, in the Virunga region.

«ISHANGO MILELE» is an organization which stands for the 
symbol Ishango and its values by combining actions of 
several cultural and scientific associations in order to share
knowledge for peace and human values of peace. The goal
of our organization is to accomplish a lot of existing and 
future initiatives with other associations involved, 
carrying same goals.  So we organize events,
meetings, and animations.

Our association is the incubator of many 
actions with several partners in Belgium,
France, in Greece, in the USA, 
Senegal, Benin, in DRC and others.
Our challenge is to make sure that
authorities, people and key actors
are awake and that we can 
together progress in sharing
knowledge for peace. 
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OUR  ORGAN I ZAT ION
09-2015 I 5 conferences in DRC with Vladimir PLETSER 10-2015 I Scientific Conference ISEN School (Lille-France)

OUR
ACTIONS

ACTIONS IN
COLLABORATION

PARTNERS
ORGANIZATIONS

ISHANGO MILELE
Sciences
Education
Culture

«
Ishango Milele» is an associative structure, serving the symbolic
Ishango and its values, and uniting the actions of many cultural
and scientific associations, with the view of sharing knowledge
and human values globally, for peace to prevail. The aim of
«Ishango Milele» is to send strong signals, transcending the 

current cacophony of corruption and to highlight the many existing
and on-going initiatives. To this end, "Ishango Milele» organises events
and meetings, communicating the initiatives to all the stakeholders 
involved in this progress, using Ishango's name in all its components.

«Ishango Milele» is the incubator of many initiatives, with several 
partners in France, Mali, Latvia, Greece, the USA and the DRC, and is
concerned with ensuring that the
attention of the authorities, the 
public and the stakeholders does
not wane, so that the «Sharing 
of Knowledge for Peace» can 
progress indefinitely.

A long-term programme based on 
african sciences and culture, designed
to promote sciences, from generation 
to generation, and lay the foundations
for the peace of tomorrow.

«ISHANGO MILELE» is

part of SOLIDUS UNIT, an 

association whose goal is to

put citizen’s actions into 

motion, and help people

with social and professional difficulties.  

SOLIDUS UNIT’s philosophy is used with

responsibility and purpose of equity between

the worker and the consumer.

Organizations:
GORILLA Organization.
TI SUKA asbl
SLAVONIC EUROPE
MANJI asbl
MEVANZA asbl
LAÏKA asbl
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F INANC IAL  REPORT
11-2015 I Conference at INZIA, our partner -Brussels 12-2015 I Presentation to the SENATE DRCongo

I n v e s t m e n t s

3 7 . 8 5 0 , 0 0 €

E x c h a n g e s

2 8 7 . 4 4 5 , 0 0 €

Mémoires du
Congo
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12-2015 I Conferences for Gongo Memories - Brussels 12-2015 I Space Syposium at Padova (Italy) with LAÏKA

F
igures of the opposite page are based on expenditures and income from
the development of «ISHANGO MILELE»’s mission; «sharing knowledge for
Peace». Some of the figures are taken from documents integrated to the
association’s general accounting; others come from asset appreciation
with our private partners. Time investment and volunteer’s fees are also re

evaluated into figures and among the schema. 

Indeed, spontaneous and punctual bearing of the costs were needed in some
cases, and without them we could have not reach our goals. Thus, conferences
in Democratic Republic of Congo with our ambassador Vladimir Pletser took
place in September of 2015, not only thanks to funds from the ERAIFT  (Ecole 
Régionale Postuniversitaire d'Aménagement et de Gestion intégrés des Forêts
et Territoires tropicaux), but also thanks to internal funds from ISHANGO MILELE.
These were particularly needed for the smooth progress of the event (security,
logistical aspects, …). We also have re evaluated location, logistical and staff
fees during raising awareness events with our partner «Martin’s Hotels».

Of course, these examples are part of  other points quoted on our action’s list
realized since 2014.

Thus, we are considering that institutions such as BELSPO (Federal Science 
Policy), The Belgium’s  Royal Institute of Natural Sciences, the Brussels’s Royal
Museum of Natural Sciences, the Royal Museum for Central Africa-Tervuren and
Wallonie Bruxelles Internationale (WBI) as «facilitators» or «data sources». 
Indeed, they represent a consequent valuation by providing scientific data,
rooms, and logistical means needed for our raising awareness activities. 

With this report, we would like to thank all people, companies, institutions and
organisations that allow the success of «ISHANGO MILELE»’ s missions and project
about «Sharing knowledge for peace».
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12-2015 I ISEN Exhibition and Conference - (Lille, France) 12-2015 I AFRICANIGHT Festival presentation - Eupen

A
lready 2 years have elapsed since
the association «Ishango Milele» 
launched its call «Sharing Knowledge
for Peace» against a worrying 
backdrop of political and economic

turmoil and climate change events, a 
transitional period where
evolution and revolution
have become part of our
daily lives. Unwilling to give
in to pessimism, this is a call
centred on one of the most
ancient relics of human 
activity: the Ishango bone,
found in Africa, set as a
symbol of high level ethnic
and scientific progress
through peace-sharing for
all mankind. The vision and the desire to
show the overall progress of this project
were relayed by Jean Victor Nkolo, the
porte-parole of the United Nations in New
York during the celebrations of the 69th 
anniversary of this institution. Over the last
two years, by rekindling the interest and 
enthusiasm generated by a show in 2001
when we presented the Ishango bone, 
we have succeeded in keeping the project
and its symbolism alive in the eyes of 
scientists, politicians, artists and the media.
Guardian of the Ishango bone and 
promoter of the message «Sharing Know-
ledge for Peace» we are starting to receive
support from political spheres and coope-
ration from eminent institutions in the 
scientific, art and media world. Despite 
inadequate means for the moment,

«Ishango Milele» has shown that determi-
nation, enthusiasm, hard work and 
abnegation can change the face of
things. Acknowledgements for Tomorrow -
Demain-lefilm.com - were indeed proof of
this. On the spot, in Ishango, Congo, our 

action is relayed via a 
network of local represen-
tatives of the Gorilla Orga-
nization who fight for a
common cause that links
the protection of habitat
with the promotion of 
intellectual and moral 
values of the local popula-
tion. In Brussels and with the
support of the Commission
Communautaire Française,

an awareness campaign is taking shape,
targeting young people. This is done in 
partnership with «Innoviris» and «Ti Suka».
Many other initiatives are also on the cards
and will be finalized shortly. Ishango Milele
receives support and collaboration at 
different levels depending on the projects
of the Belgian and Congolese Committees
for UNESCO, the Belgian and Congolese
Ministries of Culture and Education, ERAIFT,
the Brussels Region and the City of Brussels.
Scientific support from the Institute «Institut
Royal des Sciences Naturelles de Belgique»
and the MRAC Museum (Musée Royal
d’Afrique Centrale) is indeed a valuable
asset. «Ishango Milele» also relies on the 
expertise of well-known international 
figures in the world of science, culture 
and politics.
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Ambas sado r s  &  goa l s
01-2016 I REVIEW ACTIONS - BELSPO Brussels 02-2016 I Meeting Congolese & Belgian Commissions for UNESCO

«
Ishango Milele». It's a matter of urgency. Peaceful 
co-existence is in jeopardy. Every day, the news
shows us acts of unbearable violence, based on the
withdrawal of information, intolerance and 
ignorance. Today, following my meeting with a

team of enthusiastic and motivated people, an internatio-
nal operation has been launched for the promotion of 
knowledge of basic sciences among young people. 
It concerns «Ishango Milele», a long-term programme, 
designed to promote sciences, from generation to 
generation, and lay the foundations for the peace of 

tomorrow. To illustrate its philosophy, «Ishango Milele» uses the Ishango
Bone as a symbol and banner. This small bone, yes, this 25,000-year-old
bone, you heard correctly: 25,000 years old, was found in Central Africa,
more precisely in the Democratic Republic of Congo. This bone is 
considered to be the first record of mathematics in history. Today,
«Ishango Milele» creates a programme based on education, scientific
research, history, space, artistic creation and the recognition of the 
values of the Ishango Bone. Major international figures in science, art,
research (including the spatial domain) as well as the political world,
support Ishango Milele. As a citizen of the world, I had no other option
but to support this programme. The peace of tomorrow can only be built
on the sharing of knowledge, tolerance and reconciliation. It is why I
have the privilege of addressing you today. «Ishango Milele» needs you,
to connect with this programme in a very simple way: embrace the 
offers that have been presented to you here with enthusiasm. Though
perhaps a daunting task, it is useful and rewarding. The Ishango Bone,
the programme's emblem, also has the privilege to positively represent
an African continent that is all too often branded with a negative
image. A symbol from a developing country, and the origin of human
knowledge, perfectly summarises the philosophy of the «Ishango Milele»
programme. Hoping to have aroused your enthusiasm and awakened
your motivation to participate in the Ishango Milele programme, I thank
you for the particular attention you give this speech and I offer you, on
behalf of the United Nations in New York, my heartfelt regards.

Jean Victor NKOLO

( United Nations) 

Jean Victor NKOLO
USA - Spokesperson United Nations, 

64-65th assembly.
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Ambas sado r s  &  goa l s
05-2016 I Meeting with M. Schittecatte, belgian Ambassador for UNESCO 07-2016 I PROMO STAND - National Day - Brussels Park – Brussels

Ishango Bone – Hypotheses.
Jean de Heinzelin established
the hypothesis that this group 
of lines represented numbers. 

In several historic periods it was common to write numbers using
lines. From there Heinzelin looked for a possible mathematical
connection to link these different numbers. What he found led him
to believe that the bone was proof of advanced mathematics, 

unprecedented for such an early period. Here are some observations and 
interpretations expressed by Jean de Heinzelin in his 1957 article on the Ishango

site: Central Column - The central
column shows a number and its
double: three and six, four and
eight, five and ten, and two
numbers that do not fit this 

pattern (five and seven). Right Column - From this side the numbers
could have a link with the number ten, a well-known number base.
Therefore we have: 11 = 10 + 1 / 21 = 20 + 1 / 19 = 20 – 1 / 9 = 10 – 1.
Left Column : The Ishangoans would have known that eleven, 

thirteen, seventeen and nineteen are the prime numbers between ten and
twenty. A prime number is a number that can only be divided by two numbers: 
itself and one. Other researchers have shared their interpretations of the marks:
The mathematicians Dirk Huylebrouk and Vladimir Pletser looked into Jean de
Heinzelin’s ideas about number notation, and came to the conclusion that the
bone was a kind of sliding scale which involved variations of the three and four
base numbers, and by extension of base number twelve (3x4). However, they
concluded that there was not enough proof to confirm an understanding of 
prime numbers...

«ISHANGO MILELE Oratorio», a
concert-show and its digital 
capture. ISHANGO MILELE will
bring the values of the Ishango

bone to an international level and its capture will allow us to convey
the message through several medias. (TV broadcast, DVD, 
documentary, web, ...). The richness of the Oratorio becomes 
audible in the voices of the Symphonic Choir who gets carried away

at the whim of African rhythms. It reminds us of the long cultural relationship 
between the two continents: Africa and Europe. The blending of these two 
existing cultures into classic, jazz and world music is the foundation of this project.
BOZAR - Brussels must host this great show for its world premiere in 2019.

Dirk HUYLEBROUCK
Belgium - Mathematics Doctor.

Author of Ishango Bone book and other

scientific and mathematic books.

Vladimir PLETSER
Belgium - Physicist. 

«Mister microgravity» for ESA.

Professor for Spatial of the Chinese 

Academy of Sciences in Beijing, China

Barbara HENDRICKS
USA - International Mezzo-Soprano. 

University Degree in Mathematics 

And Chemistry

Ishango Milele is an obvious

project… it is an humanist

mission needed!

The odyssey of Ishango

Bone ; from Central Africa

to Space...!

I’m very happy to give you

my «YES» for my partici-

pation to your Oratorio...
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Ambas sado r s  &  goa l s
10-2016 I "Family Sciences Day" - Brussels 10-2016 I conferences during the "FLACS 2016" - Brussels

In schools and Cultural Centers,
awareness raising is done for
basic sciences with the youth
and «Sharing Knowledgefor

Peace» message. The «ISHANGO BONE» is the heart of our program
in being able to communicate these following fundamental 
messages: Past, present and future are inseparable – The duty of 
remembrance for the safeguard of the heritage. – The need for

Basic sciences - Theacknowledging of Africa by scientific intelligence. «ISHANGO
MILELE» is creating a program of actions oriented towards education, scientific 
research, History, space, artistic production and the acknowledgment of the 
values of the Ishango bone. Major international figures in science, art, research
(including space research) and politics are supporting «ISHANGO MILELE». 

The creation of the Ishango's
committee. This committee will
be composed of researchers
and graduated in various

branches and its goal will be to clarify the answers to the questions
aroused by the Ishango Bones. It will be composed of multidiscipli-
nary personalities and its goal will be: to promote the symbolic 
values of the project in the medias as well as in education - to help

in the acknowledgement of the Ishango Bone as world heritage - to question the
environmental and ecological aspects rose by the object by the fact that it was
discovered in the Virunga Parc (Eastern RDC), acknowledged as world heritage
by the UNESCO, which is actually inaccessible because of the actual insecurity in
this area and the project of oil exploitation is also great threat for that region 
and the Great Lakes. In that way, the place where the bone was discovered 
becomes a great social and environmental symbol for this world threatened by
the economic globalization.

Cultural & Educational actions in
Africa. Awareness raising for
basic sciences with the youth
and «Sharing Knowledgefor
Peace» message. A new Africa

view by its intellectual property. In harmony with the concerned 
ministeries, Ishango Milele bears the ambition to introduce the
ISHANGO BONE in educational programs in Africa and most 

peculiarly in CDR. Concretely, initiatives will be taken with cultural providers in
order to encourage the artists to create around the emerging topics brought up
by the ISHANGO BONE (writing, radio, comics, animations, exhibitions,…).

Claudie HAIGNERE
France - ESA (European Space Agency)

Spatiales missions : Soyouz TM-32, 

TM-23, TM-33 & TM-24. 

French Ex-Minister

of Sciences and Research.

Jean-François CLERVOY
France - Engineer and a CNES and

ESA astronaut and veteran 

of three NASA Space Shuttle missions.

Jean BOFANE
DRC - Author..

«Grand Prix» of Black Africa,

Award SCAM 2009

Yesterday, today and 

t o m o r ro w. . . « S h a r i n g

Knowledge for Peace».

I have to bring my 

support to this fantastic

program...

A beaut i fu l  humanis t  

program, and his origin

give me a great motivation

for my support.
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Ambas sado r s  &  goa l s
11-2016 I «ISHANGO MILELE» Days - Brussels 03-2017 I REPORT 2014-2016 - WBI - Brussels

Augustin Ndimubanzi is a 
teacher and an independent
consultant. He worked with
WWF in the Virunga parc

and he is also an international program coordinator for the
cooperation between three cities; Woluwé-Saint-Pierre 
in Belgium and Goma-Butembo, Beni in DRC. This program
aims at realizing the digitization of civil status of the 

Congolese cities. Augustin is an «ISHANGO MILELE»’s representative in
DRC, Rwanda and Uganda.  He is leading historical and local culture
groups around the Ishango’s thematic. Living in North Kivu (on the 
archaeological site of Ishango), he is involved in the strengthening of
five schools in Rutshuru. These schools are dedicated to children from 

6 to 12 years old, and tea-
ching methods are charac-
terized by the fact that they
aim at initiating children with
environment subjects in order

to familiarize them with wildlife and remains of an 
interpellator previous human activity. Objectives of 
pedagogical valorisation by the Ishango thematic are also 

present in the «Youth’association for drawing and painting», an active
organization in Goma, that has been created four years ago by 
Augustin and others. A visit at the Natural sciences Museum was 
the opportunity for an important data transmission about the site of
Ishango, establishing thus exchanges and concerning contacts by the
site of Ishango.

During the presentation of
the « ISHANGO MILELE»’s 
program at the United Na-
tions, I felt instantly touched

by the trueness of the message «Sharing knowledge for
peace». The Ishango stick’s symbolic strength, which is the
banner of the African scientific culture for peace 
helped me to realize that it was my duty to involve myself,

my abilities and my relations in order to encourage the recognition of
«ISHANGO MILELE» ’s program at the USA. We must act as fast as 
possible, without losing time; an emergency that I’ve already shared
with Morgan Freeman, Stevie Wonder, Siedha Garett and many others
who recognize the importance of our Peace program addressed to our
future generation. It is time to act, Now... !

Augustin NDIMUBANZY
DRC - ISHANGO MILELE

Director

Henry CIRHUZA
DRC - CEO of  The Gorilla

Organization DRC

Robin DIMAGGIO
USA - Musician

& International Producer.

(Ref.: Paul Simon, David Bowie, 

Jackson Browne, Diana Ross,

Daft Punk, Johnny Cash, Chris Isaak,

Ravi Shankar, Tupac, Don Felder...)

A hope! . . .not  only  for

the  gor i l las ,  bu t  the

Virunga populat ion. . .

The collaboration with

Ishango Milele ... A real

opportunity.

The United States, the

world need Ishango 

Milele message ...
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Everywhere in the world, Solutions exist.

ISHANGO MILELE «Sharing Knowledge for Peace»
Recognized as a solution for tomorrow by DEMAIN The Movie.

rue Maurice Liétart, 66 - 1150 Brussels

www.ishango-milele.com

info@solidius-unit.com

+32.496.257.442


